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Agenda

■ Why are we here?

■ Seven steps to effective SOWs.

■ What is a statement of work?

■ Issues to consider before drafting the SOW

■ Key commercial terms and conditions

■ Drafting tips

■ Discussion
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Why are we Here?

■ Only 20-30% of SOWs are properly drafted

■ Most frequent reason for project failures

■ Most likely reason for cost overruns

■ Most likely reason for failure to achieve 

required goals

■ Frequently deferred or rushed

■ Courts are not sympathetic
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7 Key Steps to Effective SOWs

■ Avoid SOWs that aren’t SOWs

■ Define key terms and avoid conflicts

■ Detail, Detail, Detail

■ Limit assumptions

■ Engage in proactive project management

■ Define and control fees

■ Never manage by change order
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What is a Statement of Work?
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Definitions

■ Master Agreement

− Framework for future engagements

− Legal terms and conditions

− Limited “business” terms

■ Statement of Work (Transaction Documents)

− Framework for specific engagement

− Optimally, no legal terms and conditions

− Mostly business terms
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What is a Statement of Work?

■ A SOW is an attachment to a master agreement that describes the 
service to be performed or goods to be delivered

■ SOWs can cover projects that the parties define either:

− when the parties enter into the master agreement 

− during the term of the master agreement.

■ Examples of SOW content:

− The specific tasks to be completed by the supplier

− The specific tasks, if any, required of the customer

− Key personnel

− The project plan (timing)

− The total agreed supplier work effort

− The impact of project changes

− The acceptance criteria

− The service levels (may be in a separate document)
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SOW Pitfalls

■ SOWs are often negotiated without legal input

− It is critical that negotiated positions in the MSA not be 
undermined

■ Consider legal review of all SOWs to ensure 
consistency with MSA

■ Poorly drafted SOWs can have detrimental impact

− Undermine the MSA’s protections/negotiated positions

− Cause ambiguity and disagreement

− Impose unforeseen obligations

− Enhance the risk of breach

− Lead to litigation or financial losses
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Structure of SOW Components

■ Overview
− Introduction

− Order of Precedence

− Scope/Objective

− Contract Type of This SOW

■ Definitions/Acronyms

■ Staffing Plan

■ Project Schedule

■ Supplier Responsibilities, Deliverables, and 
Milestones

− [Supplier] Responsibilities

− [Supplier] Deliverables/Milestones

■ Personnel
− Key [Supplier] Personnel

■ Customer Responsibilities

■ SLAs

■ Mutual Tasks and Responsibilities
− Project Management

− Progress Meetings

− Project Managers and Procurement Contacts

■ Change Management Process
− Change Initiation

− Change Validation

− Cost Estimate Preparation

− Change Implementation

■ Completion Criteria and 
Acceptance/Rejection Process

− Acceptance and Rejection Process

− Completion Criteria

■ Payment Terms and Holdback Provisions

■ Time and Material with Not-to-Exceed Price 
and Travel Expense Reimbursement

■ Approvals

■ Assumptions
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Be in a Hurry to Finish, Not to Start

Issues to Consider Prior to Drafting 

the SOW
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Before You Start:

Planning Analysis

■ Before drafting, reviewing, and negotiating 
services agreements:

− What is your business goal?

− How critical are the services you are procuring?

− How much will the services cost?

− How quickly is performance required?

− What’s the timeline? Is there a project plan?

− What’s the impact if the timeline is not met?

− What does “acceptance” look like?

− Who are the members of the project team/”key 
personnel”?
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Tools

■ Checklists and Precedent Files

− Update frequently to:

▪ Keep current

▪ Reflect industry standards and industry trends

▪ Reflect lessons learned
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Form Selection

■ Choose an Appropriate SOW Form
− Form should fit the engagement

■ Ensure Master Agreement and SOW are not 
conflicting

■ When using supplier initiated SOWs, review to 
ensure
− It is balanced

− It does not contain legal terms OR if it does (and both 
parties have agreed to include them), they are not in 
conflict with the MSA unless both parties have agreed 
to specifically modify the agreed upon terms in the 
MSA
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Marketing and Sales Content

■ Avoid unintended consequences from pre-
execution activities

− Ensure that the other party's representatives have 
authority to negotiate for that party

− If negotiations should be kept confidential, 
execute NDA before negotiations, not after

− Be careful with marketing puffery

− Proposals, pitch letters, and quotes are not SOWs

■ Consider (mindfully) attaching marketing and 
sales content, RFP response, pitch letters, etc.
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Deferring the SOW

■ General Rule:  AVOID deferring

■ If you must defer:

− Timeframe to complete

− Remedy if the SOW is not completed

▪ Termination

▪ Mutual Risk (cost sharing)

− Consider a “scoping” SOW

■ Avoid related transaction documents that 
create unqualified revenue streams before 
SOW execution.
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When is an SOW, Not an SOW?

■ Deferring key elements of the SOW

− Project Schedule

− Project Plan

− Specifications

■ General Rule:  Don’t
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Understand and Define Key 

Commercial Terms and Conditions
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Commercial Terms and Conditions

■ Commercial terms are most commonly found in the 
SOW

■ Legal terms are most commonly found in the master 
agreement, unless including them in the SOW is 
appropriate under the circumstances, such as:

− A one-off product sales engagement in an otherwise 
services engagement

− Unique security protocol for a specific project

− Ownership of developed IP under a master agreement 
providing a license to developed IP

■ Consider whether an amendment to the master 
agreement is more appropriate
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Conflicting Terms

■ If the SOW contains legal terms that supplement 
or supersede the MSA ensure such terms are 
applicable for the specific engagement

■ SOWs should not be a constant opportunity to 
renegotiate the main agreement

■ Safety measures
− Order of precedence in event of conflict

− Requirements that if the SOW is to modify the agreed 
terms of the underlying agreement the SOW 
specifically references those provisions to be modified 
and are approved by each company’s legal 
representatives
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Some Basics

■ Ensure the correct agreement (MSA, PSA, 

License) is referenced

■ Ensure the names of the parties are 

consistent

■ Ensure defined terms are used consistently

■ Identify undefined terms

■ Avoid undefined acronyms – even if relatively 

common
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Some Basics, cont’d

■ Beware vendor confidentiality/ownership 

legends:  “Copyright 2015 XYZ Vendor, all 

rights reserved.  Confidential Information of 

XYZ Vendor.”

■ Identify and address incorporated URLs

■ Write tasks in clear affirmative terms

− Avoid ALL use of passive voice:  “Programming 

modifications will be performed.”
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Goal of SOW Drafting

■ Write an SOW that a third party, who has no 

knowledge of deal, can generally understand 

what was intended, what the parties desired 

to achieve.

■ What would happen if a judge, arbitrator, or 

jury had to review the SOW?

■ Consider a “Plain English Statement”
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SOW Content Structure

■ Tasks supported by activities followed by Deliverables

■ Tasks & activities are verbs, Deliverables are nouns

■ Tasks should not be long narratives but 2-3 sentences 
followed by a bullet list of Activities.

■ Most projects can be described in 3-7 Tasks each 
supported by 3-7 activities (bullet points) with 1-3 
deliverables per Task.
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Task & Activities Words to Avoid

■ Vendor will support, collaborate or assist; 

these words are meaningless and create no 

specific obligation

■ Vendor and customer will jointly [insert verb]

■ Vendor, as directed by Customer, will [insert 

operational task; e.g., analyze the data].  This 

type of language could be interpreted as 

removing any proactive responsibility and 

undermining independent contractor status.
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Deliverable Descriptions

■ If you can do nothing else, ensure the 

Deliverable descriptions are expansive 

■ Three or four word descriptions are likely 

inadequate “Operational Process Inventory”

■ Operational Process Inventory categorized by 

major business function; identifying the 

Process Owner; Inputs, Outputs, and 

Interdependencies, and Business Resumption 

Criticality
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Acceptance

■ Acceptance may be hard to quantify. How do 

draft a Specification for an analysis report?

■ Notwithstanding any other Specifications or 

Acceptance Criteria, at a minimum all 

Deliverables provided by Vendor under this SOW 

will be of sufficient detail, content, and 

comprehensiveness such that a person with 

reasonable knowledge of the subject matter can 

use the Deliverables for their intended purpose(s) 

based on their description. 
30
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Cost Overruns

■ One of the biggest and most common 

disputes

■ Often self-inflicted by Customer’s Project 

Manager who is not adequately skilled as a 

Vendor Manager

■ A five (5) person vendor project team @ avg. 

billing rates of $250/hr. is $10,000/day
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Common Scenario

■ Customer project team is delinquent in providing 
information to Vendor team

■ Vendor team stays engaged, instead of leaving 
and returning a week later, performs additional 
but unnecessary analysis or testing

■ Vendor then desires to be paid even though the 
contract was fixed fee and the additional 
activities performed were with-in scope but were 
unnecessary and no additional deliverable was 
provided.
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Mitigation for Cost Overruns

■ Vendor shall promptly (but no more than 48 
hours) advise Customer in writing [Insert title 
of a person more senior than the day-to-day 
Customer Manager] of any conditions that 
may result in an increase in fees particularly 
describing the conditions and suggested 
alternatives to mitigate such fees.  In the 
event Vendor fails to provide such prompt 
notice, Vendor shall not be entitled to any 
increase fees related to such condition.
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Remodel Kitchen– SOW Version 1

■ Remove existing cabinets, appliances (oven, 

range top, dishwasher, & trash compactor) 

countertops, & tile flooring and dispose of same

■ Install new cabinets, appliances, countertops, 

and flooring of a similar style as depicted in 

Contractors brochure. Appliances to be provided 

by Customer

■ Connect electrical, plumbing, and gas to 

appliances and confirm operations
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Kitchen Remodel – SOW Version 2

■ Definitions & Specifications:  Hours of operation, solid wood 
versus press board and veneer, type of tile floor trim - actual 
trim 1/4 round or cut pieces of flat tile, Counter tops to be 
within 1 degree of level, Lazy Suzy's in blind corners

■ Division of responsibilities - who is responsible for minor 
paint touch ups at the interface between cabinet and wall

■ Activities:
− Seal kitchen entry portal with plastic dust barrier

− Includes minor re-routing of plumbing, electrical, and gas lines but 
does include crawl space work related to same  

− Align, square, & level all cabinet doors and install quite pads

− Apply grout sealer
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Identification of Requirements

■ Identify and Define Requirements

− How many resources are required?

▪ Will the resources be on-site or off-site?

▪ Will the resources require system / network access?

▪ Are subcontractors required?

− What products are being provided?

− What’s the schedule?
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Personnel

■ Identify the vendor’s key personnel

■ Limits on vendor’s ability to replace / consistency of personnel

− Turnover rates and SLAs

■ No additional fees (ramp-up costs) if vendor must replace staff

■ Background and security checks

■ Pre-qualification – if so, how?

■ Right to review, approve and request replacement staff, particularly 
onsite personnel

■ Training

■ Skilled in the type of services at issue, minimum experience 
requirements (beware the overworked project manager)

■ Responsibility for cost of work negligently performed
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Define

■ Clearly define
− Deliverables / Work Product / Reports

− Services

− Schedules

− Specifications

− Information / Data

− Assumptions

− Responsibilities

− Requirements / Dependencies

− Excluded Work

■ Acceptance process vs. acceptance criteria

■ How and where performance will occur
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A Word about Assumptions

■ Easiest way to turn a fixed fee engagement 

into an uncapped engagement.

■ Trend by vendors to include ever longer lists of 

assumptions.

■ Prefatory language:  “will” versus “may” with 

respect to changes.

■ Always require a change order.
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Project Management

■ One of the most important activities to any 

successful SOW.

■ The longer the performance and more 

complex the services, the greater the need for 

project management.

■ Project management goes both ways.

− Issues with customer personnel 
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Change Orders

■ Process for change orders

■ Cost of preparation

■ Who can approve

■ Impact on project schedule and fees

■ Avoid change order hell (“change order churn”) –

Ex. Vendor – 200+ change orders in first year.

− Trend for vendors to intentionally underestimate fees 

to “get the work”

− Frequent change orders = poor project planning
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Acceptance

■ Division of labor:

− MSA:  Provides acceptance “procedure/process”

− SOW:  Acceptance criteria, timing changes, opt-

out, additional acceptance procedures.

■ Default:  acceptance applies

■ Revenue recognition issues

− Avoid being seen as participating in revenue 

recognition structuring
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Acceptance, cont’d.

■ Clearly specify objective completion criteria 
for each party's deliverables, dependencies 
and responsibilities 

■ Define applicable testing and acceptance 
criteria and processes

■ Failure to accept

■ Remedies

■ Payment tied to milestones and acceptance

■ Holdbacks (fixed fee/T&M)
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Fees

■ Schedule for payment

■ Timing of payments
− Date based

− Performance based/Acceptance

■ Fixed price vs. time and materials
− Renewal / adjustment in fees over time

− Consumer Price Index (CPI)

− Employment Cost Index (ECI)

− Estimated

− Holdbacks and true-ups

− Travel and out-of-pocket expenses (cap)

− All fees specified, no hidden costs

− Performance Incentives

− Alert reports of overruns and delays

■ Cap
− Not to exceed

− Shared responsibility for overage

■ T&M with no hourly rates and no breakdown of hours = Disputes
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Fees:  T&M

■ Possible to use scoping SOW to convert to 

fixed fee?

■ Guess v. Estimate

− “The foregoing represents Vendor’s best, good 

faith estimate of all fees required to fully perform 

the services described in this SOW.”

− More than 10-15% overage suggests a “guess,” 

not a real “estimate.”  

− Cost shifting/cost sharing
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Fees:  T&M

The foregoing fees and breakdown of hours represents 
Vendor’s best, good faith estimate of all fees required to 
fully perform the Services and create the Deliverables in 
this SOW.  In the event Vendor’s aggregate fees exceed 
the estimate by less than ten percent (10%), Customer 
shall be responsible for such fees; provided Vendor has 
first obtained Customer’s prior written authorization to 
exceed the original estimate.  Vendor shall bear all 
professional service fees in excess of ten percent (10%) 
of the foregoing estimated amount (e.g., if Vendor’s fees 
to complete the Services in this SOW are fifteen (15%) 
greater than the original estimate, Customer shall pay 
the first ten percent (10%) and Vendor shall pay the 
remaining five percent (5%)).
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Service Levels

■ Commitments and reports

− Describe the service levels

− Make sure they are measurable

− Report frequency

■ Root cause analysis

■ Performance credits/other remedies

■ Problem resolution commitment

■ Service level adjustments
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Service Levels, cont’d

■ Review all SLAs exceptions carefully (e.g., the 

vendor with 120 hours of downtime each 

month for maintenance)

■ Avoid deferring SLAs.  Set baseline 

requirements.

■ Beware cooling off periods at the inception of 

services and at other times.
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Drafting Tips
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Detail, Detail, Detail

■ If services or tasks are not clearly and expressly 
identified in a statement of work, the vendor is 
under no obligation to perform them

■ Pitfalls
− Failing to take the time necessary to create a 

statement of work that clearly identifies each party’s 
tasks and obligations, deliverables, milestones, 
schedules, and fees

− Relying on the vendor to create the statement of work 
or using a vendor proposal for a SOW
▪ Marketing materials and RFP responses do not typically 

result in good SOWs (but can be excellent attachments)
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SOW Drafting Tips

■ Statements of work should not include legal terms 
unless both parties specifically agree

■ The main agreement should take precedence over the 
statement of work

■ Remove or limit extensive lists of contingencies or 
assumptions on the vendor’s performance
− Read “assumptions” carefully

■ Consider applicability of references to proposals or 
other generic marketing documents
− Ensure that the SOW includes all applicable documents as 

part of the SOW or as part of another exhibit to the 
agreement

■ Be mindful of the impact of “deemed acceptance”
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Terms to Watch Out For

■ Consider implications of the following terms:
− “best efforts" or "all reasonable efforts”

− “partner" or "agent”

− “time is of the essence”

− “subject to approval”

− “as required”

− “to the extent necessary”

− “solely”

− “estimate”

− “shall” versus “may”

− “would,” “could,” “would reasonably be expected to”

− “goal” 

− “target”

− “propose”
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Formulas

■ Make sure they work

■ Written algebraically

■ Include example calculations

■ Approximately 20% of SOWs have math errors
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Levels of Effort

■ Reasonable efforts

■ Diligent efforts

■ Good faith efforts

■ Commercially reasonable efforts

■ Best efforts

■ Best commercially reasonable efforts
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Cooperation 

■ At all times during the term, Vendor shall fully cooperate, and shall work in a 
timely manner, with the other service-providers of Customer as necessary to 
facilitate the performance of their respective contractual obligations to Customer 
and the timely resolution of all problems that may arise and impact the Services 
or the provision thereof, or otherwise adversely affect Customer or its Affiliates (or 
their respective end-users or patients) in connection with the Services, regardless 
of the actual or suspected root-cause of such problems or whether discovered 
through a Root Cause Analysis.  The level of cooperation and effort provided by 
Vendor pursuant to the immediately preceding sentence shall in no event be less 
than that used by Vendor when dealing with its own subcontractors and service-
providers.  In the event of any dispute as to whether a particular problem was 
caused by Vendor (or its subcontractors or third-party service-providers) or by 
Customer or any of its third-party service-providers, Vendor shall promptly perform 
and share the results of a Root Cause Analysis with the Customer and the involved 
third parties in an effort to resolve such dispute in an expedited manner.  If the 
dispute is not so resolved, then it shall be addressed in accordance with the 
dispute resolution process set forth in Section 14 of this Agreement.  Vendor shall 
at all times treat each of Customer’s third-party service providers in a fair and 
nondiscriminatory manner and refrain from interfering with any such service-
provider or Customer’s relationship therewith.
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Other Services

■ When statement of work isn’t enough
− “The Parties have attempted to delineate in this Agreement, 

and in its Attachments, schedules and exhibits, the specific 
tasks, activities, and Services that shall be performed by Vendor 
hereunder.  Nevertheless, and notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary herein, the Parties acknowledge and agree that no 
such delineation may possibly be entirely exhaustive or 
complete and that all such delineations shall be interpreted as 
illustrations of the general types and natures of services that 
are to be provided by Vendor, rather than as complete and 
exhaustive lists of such Services.  Accordingly, Vendor shall in all 
events perform as reasonable to fulfill both the content and the 
intent of this Agreement, the Attachments (or any subsequent 
or additional statements of work mutually agreed upon by the 
Parties in writing), and all other schedules and exhibits hereto.”
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Sweep Language

Included Services.  If any services, functions or 

responsibilities not specifically described in this 

SOW are inherent, reasonably necessary or 

customary part of the Services or are required for 

proper performance or provision of the Services in 

accordance with this SOW, they shall be deemed to 

be included within the scope of the Services to be 

delivered for the fees set forth herein, as if such 

services, functions or responsibilities were 

specifically described in this Agreement.  
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QUESTIONS?

Aaron Tantleff, atantleff@foley.com

Michael Dettorre, mike@sow-sla.com

Michael R. Overly, moverly@foley.com
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